
1 INT. CLASSROOM. 1

Science classroom, high-school. It is biology, and the topic

is sexual education.

TEACHER

So that’s a basic understanding of

not only the menstrual period, but

how the vaginal cavity works,

including the flow of ovulation.

Can anyone tell me a common

misconception when it comes to this

topic?

Gemma raises her hand.

TEACHER

Gemma?

GEMMA

It’s a common misconception that

after sex a woman’s vagina stays

stretched, when in actuality, that

would mean that women’s vaginas

were constantly stretching-

BOY

Um, well, ACTUALLY a woman’s vagina

does stretch. That’s how you’re

able to tell exactly how much sex

she’s been having. I’ve gotten so

good at it, that I can look at a

girl and know exactly how many

people she’s had sex with.

GEMMA

What about giving birth? Are you

saying she just flaps around for

the rest of her life?

BOY

Well actually, yes, women often are

very flappy after childbirth. They

have to tuck in the extra vajayjay.

GEMMA

So all moms have "vajayjay"

flapping around?

BOY

Um, well, actually-



2.

2 INT. HOSPITAL 2

Mandy is giving birth. Her husband is there, trying to help.

MANDY

AHHHHHHHHHHH. FUCK.

DOCTOR

Big push now. You can do this.

MANDY

ahh. ahhhhhhhhh.

The husband goes over and looks at her vagina.

HUSBAND

um, sweetie? I don’t think you’re

pushing right.

MANDY

What?

HUSBAND

You have to push with your ovaries.

That’s how you shorten your labor

time. You’re pushing all wrong.

MANDY

THAT’S NOT POSSIBLE

HUSBAND

Um, well, actually, I read in a

baby book that you if you push from

the inside out the labor will be

shorter. So, cmon, push from your

ovaries.

MANDY

What the FUCK?

HUSBAND

Actually, it could be a really good

idea-

Mandy has another pang of labor, and screams.

3 INT. WHITE HOUSE OVAL OFFICE 3

Lisa is the president of the United States. She is

addressing the entire nation.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

LISA

And that is why I am making birth

control universal. This is a huge

step for our country, and will make

a monumental difference in the

lives of millions of American

women-

A male secret service person steps up behind Lisa, and leans

over her.

SECRET SERVICE DUDE

Um, well, ACTUALLY, I just think it

should be made clear if women

didn’t want to get pregnant, they

could just, psshh, spit the sperm

back out.

Lisa stares forward for a minute. The entire nation is

waiting.

LISA

Did you just say SPIT THE SPERM

BACK OUT?

SECRET SERVICE DUDE

I’m just saying, any woman who gets

pregnant clearly wants to get

pregnant, because the vagina

naturally spits out sperm.

LISA

That’s not how that works.

She goes to address the country again when:

SECRET SERVICE DUDE

Um, well, actually-

4 INT. HEAVEN 4

Light harp music playing. Jesus and Mary are sitting

together in the garden of eden. It’s very calming.

MARY

-and that is how you came to be.

JESUS

Um, well, actually-

Le fin.


